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INTRODUCTION
There presently exists a real and growing interest in questions of how air power can and should be employed in warfighting. One of the more pressing questions in recent years in the US Air Force has been the matter of how best to achieve the "integration of tactical and strategic air power" in the employment arena. These concerns over the employment of the elements of air power which are frequently described as tactical and strategic are not new, for they precede World War II. However, during World War I and World War II, airmen learned a great deal about how best to employ air power, and because we spend so little time in studying to any depth these issues, the Air Force has seemingly "forgotten" its own history. Indeed, the integrated employment of the tactical and strategic elements of air power has been very much the norm in war.
It has often been observed, and commented upon, that the Air Force has an a historical corporate mind-set. Billy Mitchell may have been the architect of that mind-set inasmuch as he once said that, "In the development of air power, one has to look ahead and not backward and figure out what is going to happen, not too much of what has happened."
1 Subsequent to
Mitchell, many Air Force officers have come to identify very strongly with that position. By the 1970s the matter had reached such a point that the Clements Commission urged that senior service school like the Air War College should return to the teaching of military history. There were other reforms which followed. But, unlike the US Army, where the study of military history is an essential ingredient to success for the professional officer, the modern Air Force has seemingly carried the Mitchell tradition to a fault. It was, perhaps, the desire to combat the overemphasis on technology, and always having to reinvent the wheel, that led a recent Air
Force chief of staff to establish Project Warrior, and an Air Force President of the National Defense University, to say:
In working future air power issues, we need to understand the lessons of the past--from the early days of air combat right through the most recent operations.
of itself to be inadequate. 4 Based on this, the most useful definition of military strategy may be: a war plan for the distribution and application--of military means designed to accomplish a military objective in harmony with specific policy. Since grand, or national, strategy includes nonmilitary means of power, this should offer us ample clarity. And, although this definition, as with most any other one, will not be agreeable to everyone, it does give a common frame of reference for the ensuing discussion and it is conceptually familiar to the military war planner.
Having dealt with this important preliminary, it is important to lay down the definitions which are essential for the, following discussion, those for tactical and strategic air warfare. I would argue, not unlike Gen. Bennie Davis, former CINCSAC, that "indivisible air power" is a key concept for air warriors, 5 and that strategic and tactical air warfare are in point of fact missions, which nay be accomplished with any available assets. Moreover, the history of United
States air operations supports the concept that you may employ aircraft designed for either role in the other one, often with excellent results and with great economy of effort. While it is true that strategic air power has more often been used in the tactical role, Vietnam demonstrated that the reverse could be true is well. This flexibility is one of the key attributes of air power inherent in all of its forms.
The classical "strategic air campaign may be defined as the destruction of the enemy nation's capacity and/or will to make war by aerospace attack on toe enemy homeland, targeting its capacity to receive, generate, and transport the manpower, materiel and services to make war.
Any attack upon an enemy heartland will be a political decision, rather than one -made by the military leadership. However, once the decision is made, and the military must prepare a "war plan" by which such a strategic air campaign might he successfully conducted, we have entered the realm of military strategy. 'Strategic air power" is those aerospace forces employed in the conduct of such an air campaign, whether that campaign is conducted in a single theater of operations, across an entire theater of war, or on a global basis.
The "tactical" air mission, on the other hand, may be defined as theater aerospace operations aimed at the defeat of enemy armed forces in the field. Those operations are aimed at
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forces in contact with, or in proximity to, friendly forces, or those which nay he brought to such a position in the near future. Such operations by aerospace assets may he offensive or defensive, and anywhere along the spectrum of myriad TACAIR; missions.
It is important to stress that, properly conducted, these operations are in fact at the operational level of war, rather than being truly "tactical." They are examples of operational art.
The principal hails for this argument lies in the tact that to be successful, as we shall see, such operations must he on a large scale, but are invariably sub-theater of operations in their character. That is, they seemingly never encompass the form of a single "theater of operationswide" effort under a single commander. "Tactical" air power is composed of those aerospace forces employed in the conduct of campaigns within a theater of operations.
A recent Air University publication on the indivisibility of air power put the current thinking in a way which tends to dispel at least tone of the. myths about what is "strategic" and what is "tactical" air power. Referring to the current AFM 1-1, Basic Aerospace Doctrine, it says:
…the new manual ignores the traditional strategic and tactical…. compartmentalization and emphasizes the inherent flexibility of aerospace forces to accomplish a multifaceted mission. . . there are no strategic or tactical weapons, just strategic and tactical actions that can be accomplished in numerous ways by a variety of weapon combinations. It is what is done…that is important to this determination, not how far it goes, how big it is, or even the size of its payload. 6 But these definitions of "strategic" and "tactical" air power, with which some may find reason to disagree, are almost without meaning in the hands of anyone who has not heeded the words of General Hosmer and studied the extensive past of aviation and air power history and operations thoroughly. What is required for real understanding is to spend a great deal of time in the professional study of warfare and especially aerial warfare, until one develops that type of professional "insight" that allows the examination of a given application of air power and enables one to say, with the conviction born of knowledge and insight, that the particular case in point is a "strategic" or a "tactical" application of aerospace power. It is that insight which will finally allow the air leader to find and know the enemy's "center of gravity," to perceive his
intentions, and to understand how to develop a "war plan," or strategic air campaign, which will yield victory.
To try and give some idea of the necessary depth. breadth, and scope required to gain that vital and intrinsic "professional insight," look at an analogy with at least a few may identify. It is said among practitioners of the martial arts, warriors of a different kind if you will, that what separates those who are Masters from those below them is a level of mental achievement.
Masters hold that beyond all of the practice, effort, study, mental conditioning, and work, there must come a day, when 2verything suddenly comes together in the mind of the practitioner, often in a blinding flash. From that moment he "understands" how everything works together, it has become so "ingrained" as to be virtual "instinct." That is what the military man must achieve in the way of "insight" if he is to realize his full potential. It is that type of "insight" which made the kind of men whom Napoleon urged professionals to study, Alexander, Caeser, Adolphus, or Turenne, for example. It is that type of insight which they possessed, and it is that for which the warrior must study and strive if he is to be more than just a passable practitioner of his profession.
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Historically, the "integrated," or indivisible, application of air power is very much the norm for air force operations in war, both in the Unit-ed States and abroad. For the purposes of this paper we will concentrate on the American experience in the Second World War, with some references to British experience, from which so much was learned in both world wars. In the AAF in World War II, the integration of tactical and strategic air power in war took two forms.
First, was the use of both fighter and bomber aircraft in conjunction with each other, frequently to accomplish a mission which met only one of the definitions provide above. That is, fighters and bombers operating in tandem to accomplish a strategic mission, or a tactical mission, but not designed and organized at the onset to do both. Second, was the employment of both fighters and bombers in an "integrated," or composite, organization, intended to accomplish all of the missions required in a theater of operations.
Of thirteen air forces deployed overseas and committed to combat operations in one theater or another, from the Caribbean to Europe and the Far East, all but one were integrated to some greater or lesser extent. Six were designed as "single mission" air forces, intended for either tactical or strategic purposes primarily. The other seven air forces were truly integrated air forces, designed for the total range of air force missions. Post-world War II, as highly specialized commands, such as TAC, SAC, and MAC came to predominate in the structure of the new, independent, United States Air Force, the efficacy of integrated commands was forgotten.
However, it is intended in this section to examine, through the use of historical examples, the chief factors which drive whether or not an air force organization is designed and employed to achieve essentially one mission only, but using both "tactical and strategic assets," that is, aircraft designed for one or the other of the two missions, or whether the organization is designed and employed to execute the complete range of air force miss ions doctrinally prescribed.
Any application of air power is very much scenario dependent. It is interesting to see that the exceptions to the pattern of integrated employment of air power in World War Il are generally much better known in the USAF than are the cases of complete integration. The
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reason t that the exceptions to the normal pattern of organization and employment of AAF air power in World War II are well, known, compared to the examples in keeping with the norms of that pattern, has to do with the situational constraints which forced the adoption of the exceptions, and the size of the theaters of operations in which those exceptions are to be found.
In the Second World War, the US Army divided the world into three very large geographical areas, called "theaters of war." Those were the American Theater, the EuropeanAfrican-Middle Eastern Theater, and the Asiatic-Pacific Theater. In turn, these were divided into numerous sub-theaters, which were called "theaters of operations." The European-AfricanMiddle Eastern Theater, the scene of the war against Germany, the national priority for the US and UK, included the European and Mediterranean Theaters of Operations, which required the commitment of vast resources and were, in their broadest sense, the largest land theaters to which American forces were committed on any appreciable scale. The result of this was that resources for the A/if were so vast that they required a highly specialized force structure. Unlike many smaller theaters of operations, the AAF were forced to commit more than one numbered air force in order to command and control the vast array of assets required to carry on the air war in each of these theaters of operations.
This was partially the result of the fact that long before substantial ground forces could be committed to either of these theaters of operations, the AAF were able to begin the commitment of air forces specifically structured to carry on a "strategic air war" against Germany. The "Mighty 8th" was formed in the UK in 1942, at first on the plan of a multipurpose air force.
Before long, however, and consistent with the prewar "bomber doctrine," the doctrine of high altitude, daylight, precision strategic bombardment, the 8th Air Force began to "specialize." The 15th Air Force, the second American strategic air force aimed at Germany, was organized at the end of 1943 on the emerging pattern of the 8th in England. Each of these air forces was structured as a specialized strategic air force, only gaining a fighter command with the realization of the utter necessity of long-range escort fighters, and their ensuing availability.
It is worthy of note that the "strategic fighter" which emerged, the P-51B, started life as a low-level reconnaissance and ground attack aircraft built to an RAF specification. It was a true tactical fighter in that first iteration. Thanks to the early recognition of the versatility of the airframe by Leigh-Mallory, Barney Giles, and Ira Faker, it evolved into a nearly perfect longrange escort for the European arena. The escort fighter, heretofore believed by most to he technologically impossible, grew out of the marriage of a versatile airframe to an exceptionally efficient and powerful engine, the one American and the other British. The subsequent inclusion of these specially designed strategic escort fighters in the two American strategic air forces, does not make those air forces, the 8th and 15th,example of integration of tactical and strategic assets, in spite of Davis' apparent assertion to the contrary.
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Both of these air forces tend to he seen as "strategic" air forces because of their predominantly heavy bomber forces structure, and the mission to which they were committed, except in cases when the ground force commander diverted them to tactical operations of an "emergency" type. They are among the most closely studied cases of USAF history, and in spite of their clear specialization, Gen. Davis, in his article on the indivisibility of air power, cites the joint bomber--fighter organization of the 8th as an example of that indivisibility concept. 7 While that is undoubtedly an example of the "indivisibility" of air power, it does not equate to the "integration" of tactical and strategic assets, since both the bombers and the fighters were designed as strategic assets and employed in that role, short of emergency cases. Further, it is clear that victory in the air battle over Germany was won only after the AAF had relearned the necessity of escort fighters to support penetrating bombers from World War 1, which had been forgotten after 1923. It must be mentioned, however, that in other air forces we will see the P-5l being employed as a purely tactical fighter.
By the tine of the invasion of the continent in 1944, additional numbered air forces, this time of a "tactical" nature, had also been fielded. for the tactical mission of the tactical air forces, not strategic assets assigned to a nominally tactical force structure. Just as the force structure of the 8th and 15th Air Forces does not represent "integrated" tactical and strategic assets, so the mixed fighter-bomber organization of the 9th, 12th, and 1st Tactical Air Forces does not represent an integration of those commands.
These were highly specialized air forces, which could be, and sometimes were, diverted to missions other than those for which they were primarily organized, equipped, and trained. The employment of these air forces demonstrates the "flexibility" of air power generically, rather than provides examples of truly "integrated employment of strategic and tactical assets.
Before we turn to look at examples of integrated employment of air power in the Second World War, it seems important to establish factors of importance, besides the nature of the scenario. As we shall see in a brief discussion of Faker s role in the development of an escort fighter, and as we shall see in other instances, leadership is a crucial element in the equation.
Indeed it is the first component of three in the triple core of this argument. Doctrine, growing out of study and analysis of the entire history of air operations is the second part of the triple core around which this argument is wrapped. The third component of this triple core is strategy and operations, at the theater campaign level.
Force structure, has already been mentioned, and it is in fact driven by a combination of the geographical nature of the theater and the mission to which the air force is to he committed. CADRE PAPER AU-ARI-CP-90-3P-5ls for the long-range escort role over Japan, it again followed the course of the 8th in
England. The use of the P-5ls over Japan was made possible by the acquisition of Okinawa as a base for VII Fighter Command, since P-51s could not make the round-trio to Japan from the Marianas, as could the very long-range B-29s of XXI Bomber Command.
This is an example of yet another feature which drives force structure, the threat. In this case, the B-29s could survive against Japanese fighter defenses, but the cost was growing and If the reader is prepared to accept the submission that doctrine, if it is to be effective guidance for warfighting, must develop from operational experience, it follows that only by a close objective analytical study of experience can doctrine be developed which will be useful to the warrior. It is that objective analytical study which is, therefore, the most important item after the acquisition of the experience itself, and it is that objective analytical study which is the heart of the doctrinal "process." 8 Even before the Air Service had "doctrine' per_se, analysis began to give shape to the lessons of World War I. A reflection of that thought process is found in a lecture which Billy
Mitchell gave to the Army War College, on 22 Nov 1922. In that presentation he gave the opinion that in a future war the RAF would have to resort to night boating because they had not
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developed, nor were they in the process of developing, escort fighters. He further argued that day bombardment forces would require escort fighters if they were to reach their targets when opposed by another air forces. In his own way, he argued for "integrated tactical and strategic air power," for at that time fighters were always "tactical" and bombers were becoming "strategic" assets. In retrospect, it is an amazingly prescient discourse upon the future. But whether consciously, or not, in light of his earlier quoted views on looking at the past, he was drawing on the lessons of the late war. Moreover, the evolving doctrinal concepts, only to be identified as "doctrine" with the publication of a draft doctrine manual the following year, reflected much the sane line of thought as Mitchell put forward that winter day, so long before the AAF would have to relearn those lessons of cooperation in the skies over Germany, and those of integration of assets in other theaters.
As early as 1919 the first doctrinal ideas about aviation's primary arm, pursuit aviation, were drafted in a provisional manual. These ideas stated Mitchell's position, a position generally accepted throughout both the Air Service and the Army. The position was that pursuit was the dominant arm of aviation, that like the infantry in the Army (ground forces), it was the battle winner. Its principal role, or mission, was air superiority. Specifically advanced was the position that no bomber, or bomber force, could defy pursuit aviation's efforts to control air space because pursuit aviation could effectively concentrate its firepower from any direction against the bomber force. Only pursuit aviation could contend with pursuit aviation, hence the need to escort day bombardment forces. In short, one of the first lessons of World War I was the usefulness, if not the absolute requirement, for "integration of fighter and bomber aviation," if not the organizational and operational integration of tactical and strategic air power. Further, the pursuit aviation arm could be expected to attack personnel, equipment, airdromes, troop concept rations, naval vessels, and debarkation operations.
10
The doctrine for the second part of "tactical air power," attack aviation, was strikingly similar to that which would grow out of our World War II experience, and quite dissimilar to current concepts of "close air support." In the 1920s Army and Air Service leaders agreed that the aim of attack aviation was to support the troops in the field, by attack upon targets such as
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troop columns, tanks, roads, communications, airdromes, and cantonments. Army commanders wanted attack assets under their control, and Air Service leaders opposed the dispersal of air forces. Moreover, Army commanders wanted attack aviation to focus upon frontline operations, which would boost morale, including enemy trenches, concentrations of troops, and gun positions. Airmen believed such attacks were inherently wasteful and inefficient, stating that the proper targets for aviation were beyond the range of artillery, and should be supply and communications systems in the enemy rear areas. 11 Unstated, but as yet not forgotten, were the lessons extracted from the Air Services s World War I experience with air attacks on trenches.
Airmen argued that air attacks upon the frontlines, the trenches, were not only inefficient, hut excessively dangerous because of the weight of fire which could be brought to bear on low flying aircraft. The "golden bee-bee" is not new.
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In 1923, in the immediate wake of the Great War, Air Service bombardment doctrine as published in the first postwar doctrine manual vas centered around four key points:
1. Limited strategic bombardment (industrial attack) was possible.
2.
Action in the theater of operations would he aimed at field target.
3.
Attack of naval vessels (surface fleet units) was a viable mission.
4.
Both day and night bombardment operations were feasible, but day operations would require pursuit superiority in order to achieve accurate bombing with acceptable casualties. 13. military importance. These attacks were to be principally at night for reasons of lack of escort and to diminish the efficacy of the defenses generally.
It is interesting to
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By 1933 the idea that the bomber was the principal aircraft of the future was on the way to being well-established at the Air Corps Tactical School (ACTS) at Maxwell AFB, just as
Trenchard and Douhet had established it in their own air forces. In fact, "the (unescorted)
bomber, once launched, will always get though" became an article of faith at ACTS, despite the arguments to the contrary by Chennault and a few others. 14 The lessons of World War I were, in fact, forgotten.
By 1941, when AWPD 1 was written, in only eight days in August, the bomber so dominated airmen's minds in the Army Air Forces that all thoughts of "integration" of fighters with bombers were ruled out on grounds that "escort fighters were not technologically feasible," a view particularly advocated by Air Chief Marshal Portal, then chief of the Air Staff in Britain. 15 This view was generally accepted in the AAF, albeit some tighter pilots had a rather different view. In fact the man who would form and fight the 8th Air Force until Dec 1943, Ira C.
Eaker, had written a hook before the war in which he argued that fighters could deny unescorted bombers the ability to operate in a given area. either disregard or disbelieve some of the lessons of the past. Since the B-17 gave the appearance of being indefatigable, especially because the US aircraft industry was slow to translate technological improvements into the pursuit/attack aviation world, the error is at least understandable. However, this error, committed in the face of resistance by men like Chennault,
should not obscure the fact that the doctrine of high-altitude, precision, daylight bombardment of key components of the enemy's "industrial web" as a war-winning strategy was a brilliant conclusion by that collection of keen intellects at ACTS. Second, the contribution which strategic bombardment could make to the "hidden agenda" of achieving a separate service status was great indeed, but it should never have allowed men to divorce the realities of the operational past. I suspect that it did do so, but only to a limited extent. It cannot explain, for example, why escort fighters were viewed as no longer required. Only the preoccupation with technology, and the absence of appropriate fighter technology to go with the developing bomber technology would seen to account for that problem.
Third, the intimate connection between operational experience in World War I and the development of air doctrine weakened as airmen got further and further away from that experience. Those who had the experience became fewer in numbers, and those who were left had been young officers, men least concerned with doctrine and lessons at the tine the war ended.
The close cooperation between arms of air power, pursuit and bombardment aviation was also disregarded or forgotten as time passed. One consequence of all of this was the relegation of attack aviation to the role of "Skeleton in the closet," at least until "blitzkrieg" made its debut.
The other, and more important, consequence of all of this was that the Army Air Forces would enter the Second World War with faulty doctrine, faulty force structure, and a strategy for winning the war which would take so long to execute, because of the seriousness of these faults, that its efficacy would remain in doubt---with serious consequences for thirty years after V-J Day.
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Army Air Forces doctrine in 1941 was laid down in FM 1-5, dated 15 Apr 40, entitled Air Corps Field Manual: Employment of Aviation of the Army. In Para. 3, Combat Aviation was defined as pursuit and bombardment aviation, together with reconnaissance aviation units equipped with bombardment aircraft. Paras. 8 and 9 specified that the commander of aviation units in the field was the staff officer for aviation to the commander of the organization to which his aviation unit was attached for operations. Para. 9 stressed that, "control of air operation was vested in the higher authorities, presumably ground force commanders. 18 Generally, the manual reflected what might be described as "conventional wisdom" about air operations, expressed at the simplest level. Primarily it focused upon the roles and missions of the various aviation arms, pursuit, bombardment, training, and so on. Pursuit aviation as seen as an "antiaircraft defense,"
that is, as a defensive counter air force in current terminology, to which three pages of the six page chapter on pursuit aviation were devoted.
With Suffice it to say that at Casablanca in Jan 1943, just as the new, more "offensively"
worded, FM 1-5 was appearing, the Allied leaders decided that central control of air power, hence the integration of air power assets described as tactical and strategic, was the only way to win the counterair battle over Tunisia. The British Chiefs of Staff put forward the proposal which was ultimately adopted, and it was modeled on the organization of the Royal Air Force in the United Kingdom, and counted to the Western Desert Air Force s doctrinal ideas. 19 These latter were transferred to the AAF by "Mary" Coningham, who became the commander of the 1st
Tactical Air Force. This was better known to Americans as the Northwest African Tactical Air
Force (NATAF), a component of Spaatz's Northwest African Air Forces (NAAF), a composite air force including both a strategic and a coastal air force in addition to the tactical air force. In this command arrangement a theater air commander coordinated and commanded tactical, strategic, and coastal air forces, each equipped with air assets and units deemed appropriate, regardless of the type of equipment they used.
In the wake (47 the North African campaign, and the success of the theater air forces command structure, there appeared the now famous doctrinal publication, FM 100-20, Command 1. Air forces and land forces are coequal and interdependent.
2.
Air superiority is the first task of air power.
3.
Central control of air power allows its concentration on successive targets and maximizes its flexibility.
4.
Air force commanders will exercise control over the air forces in a theater, under the direction of a "superior commander. 20 Of the greatest importance to us, in considering the concept of integrated air power, is
Chapter 1 "General," Section III. "Organization," which says:
In a theater of operations, there will normally be one air force. . . ( for which there is no set organization I. However, the normal composition of an air force includes a strategic air force, a tactical air force, an air defense command, and an air service command.
20
This organizational concept was the basis for the examples of integrated air power which were the normal and standard approach to the employment of air power by the AAF in the Second World war.
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Part IV: Doctrine, Operations, and Integration in World War II
The nomenclature of the Army Air Forces in the Second World War is an interesting phenomenon which requires some comment or the sake of clarity. it wilt be remembered that in FM 100-20, dated 21 July 43, ,normally one air force per theater of operations was specified.
And, it will also be recalled that said "air force" was generally to the composed of "a strategic air force, a tactical air force, an air defense command, and an air service command." It further stated that such an air force night also contain troop carrier and/or photographic aviation. It is to he noticed that an air force" could include other "air forces" of strategic or tactical character. To solve this confusion two solutions were adopted, one for the "combined arena," and one for the "national arena?'
THE COMBINED ARENA SOLUTION: NORTH AFRICA AND THE
MEDITERRANEAN
In North Africa, where we first worked in a combined theater with true "combined forces," the first attempts were made, largely on an experimental basis, to develop a combined air force operation. The influence of that solution appears in the passages of FM 100-20 dealing with the organization of a US theater air force. The solution in the North African trial case was to call the theater air commander's headquarters an "air forces" command, and its subordinate components "strategic air force," "tactical air force," and "coastal air force." Thus, Tooey In short, the day was prolonged, if not saved, by central command and control of theater air power in an "integrated' air force.
30
It was this North African experience with integration of tactical and strategic assets which gave rise to the provisions of FM 100-20 and AAF doctrine for the balance of the war. In
North Africa the AAF, and the Army, had to learn that the counter-air battle had to be fought and won before air power was free to employ its flexibility, range, and firepower against enemy ground forces. Once air power could do that, it was very much a battle winner. But it was integrated air power which could do that best, just as it was integrated air power which gave the flexibility and capacity to concentrate the effort. The requirement to win the counter-air battle first allows stress upon another, perhaps more important lesson. No matter the target set in the target array selected by command as the priority, it must be the enemy's center of gravity, and once embarked upon its destruction, air power must stay with it until it is destroyed. Then sir
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power must stay on that original target set to keep it "down," even after the second, and subsequent, target sets in the target array are taken under attack. The second combined arena experience can be dealt with in much less detail, for it is a direct outgrowth of the North African experience. When it was decided to carry the war into Europe from the south, prior to an invasion of France, it was clearly going to be another combined effort. In the wake of the invasion of Italy, the Northwest African Air Forces were reorganized and redesignated Although Eaker's strategic air force was committed to the Combined Bomber Offensive, as with the 8th Air Force and Bomber Command in the UK, from time to time it was required for intervention in the tactical arena. Thus, the advantages of an "integrated" air command were
available when needed, to "influence" the ground battle. Eaker's view of such intervention is interesting, since he had commanded an essentially "pure" strategic air force in the UK, and because he believed in the bomber offensive, even though he now commanded an "integrated' air force. In the aftermath of the Salerno landings, a near-run show at best, and the decisive intervention there of naval gunfire and an all-out effort by theater strategic air power, Eisenhower sent a signal to the Combined Chiefs of Staff proposing a "principle." He urged that in the wake of an amphibious landing that all forces, land, sea, and air, be committed to support of that landing until its successful establishment ashore was assured. At Anzio, in the early months of 1944, this principle was followed. In the later Cassino battles it was applied again, albeit the assault operation was not one of an amphibious nature. Eaker, in the light of these operations summarized his views, a commentary upon the integration of strategic and tactical air warfare in his experience.
Heavy bombers should, as a matter of principle, never be employed in close support operations where there is an adequate Tactical Air Force present for the task… This does not mean that heavy bombers will not and should not join in a defensive situation…to save heavy casualties or the loss of a battle... Commanders must, however, have a clear conception of the difference between emergency defensive measures and normal offensive operations. The general principle, which is believed to be sound, is that all arms and weapons should be kept to their normal roles, for which they are trained and equipped and diverted to other tasks only in rare instances of real emergency.
35
In the combined arena then, a solution British in its origins, was adopted for use in the AAF for purposes of organizing air forces in a theater of operations, and on a larger scale as well. Moreover, most of the doctrine adopted for the implementation of operations by that air force organization, was of British origin, growing out of their wealth of combat experience. Only in the matter of strategic bombardment, the one area in which the prewar Air Corps had done a great deal of long and hard doctrinal development, did the AAF and RAF part company to a significant degree. Other departures were largely of little importance, and often were rooted in intrinsic differences of national outlook.
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In the cases where American air forces were going to fight without the direct and immediate involvement of other national air forces, or where the involvement of other national air forces was minimal, the AAE adopted a solution similar to that for the combined arena. Since this "national solution" was very widespread, we will examine only two cases in any detail. The "composite" or "integrated' air force was, however, the norm in virtually every case.
Worldwide, the AAF deployed all of the numbered air forces from 5th through 15th, plus 20th. We have already; met several of these in the Mediterranean and European theaters of operations, and the 20th in the Pacific. We have seen how the 8th, 15th, and 20th were all specialized strategic air forces, but with both fighter and bomber assets due to force of circumstances. The two tactical air forces which we have seen, the 9th and 12th, were also mixed fighter and bomber forces, though the bombers were of a "tactical type," as opposed to the heavy "strategic" bombers. The six truly "integrated" air forces were deployed in the huge AsiaticPacific Theater. The 5th Air Force was formed in and deployed to the Southwest Pacific, the 7th to the Central Pacific, and the 10th to Burma. The 11th Air Force served in the North Pacific, the 13th Air Force fought in the South and later Southwest Pacific, and the redoubtable 14th Air Force served in China. All of these air forces were composite, or integrated, air forces for virtually all of their existence. We will look at the 5th Air Force, in the Southwest Pacific, as being somewhat typical of the four "Pacific" (Oceanic) air forces which saw combat. The 11th, base chiefly in Alaska, fits this pattern least completely. That fit is less than perfect, for fairly obvious reasons of dissimilar geography, proximity to friendly homelands, inaccessibility of the enemy, and so on. The other choice is 10th Air Force in Burma, to represent the two "Asiatic" (mainland) air forces, which faced rather different problems than the Pacific air forces found, and because it is the single example of an air force only partially "integrated," while having the simplest organization of all.
The composite air force organization in the AAF predated the development of the combined arena solution, which included a "coastal air force" in the examples we have already order to open the battle for air superiority, he resorted to one of his favorite approaches, the use of attack aviation. By reworking the noses of A-20, B-25, and other light and medium bombardment aircraft, by placing 4-6 heavy machine-guns from wrecked or unusable fighter aircraft in them, he created formidable ground-attack aircraft for use in offensive counter-air and anti-ship roles. Remembering an experiment he had conducted in 1928, before he left the US he asked to have the remaining 3000 "parafrags" made that year sent to Australia. These were 23-lb.
fragmentation bombs on a small parachute, to be dropped at low-altitude. They could "cover" an airfield and create havoc among unsheltered aircraft. They were virtually an "area clearing"
weapon. Once he had the attack aircraft rigged with special bomb-bays to handle them, they proved an extremely efficient offensive counter-air weapon. With great persistence, he sought, and began to receive, P-38s to redress the air-to-air balance. In spite of its problems in Europe, the warm climate of the Southwest Pacific was heaven for the P38s "blowers" and engines, and it performed like a champ in its "envelope." The V Bomber Command had three bomb wings assigned, 308th, 309th, and 310th, which controlled a total of nine (9) With the few B-17s, and later B-24s, available, heavy units joined the attacks, chiefly to increase the weight of bombs or reach targets hard to get at with shorter-range aircraft. Rabaul, a major node on the sea LOCs, an air base, and harbor, was often a target of the heavies. It was on one such raid that V Bomber Command's CG, Ken Walker, of the old ACTS staff, was lost (5 Jan 43).
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Later in the war missions of a "strategic" character, against oil fields in Borneo and the Dutch East Indies, were f1own by the heavy bomb groups of V Bomber Command. The bombardment aircraft of the 5th, along with those of the 7th and 13th Air Forces, made major contributions to the cessation of shipping movement along 35 of the 47 regular convoy routes from the Empire to the Japanese home islands by early March of 1945. 44 Of course, the other major player, the dominant influence in that cessation, was the submarine service. The two forces, tactical air forces, including carrier aircraft, and the submarine force, were reinforced by the efforts of XXI Bomber Command, which laid more than twelve-thousand mines in Japan's "inland" waters, in four and a half months . 45 The strategic impact of these efforts by the three Pacific based "integrated" air forces, was very substantial indeed, when coupled to the strategic air attack upon Japanese industrial centers by the 20th Air Force itself. These "strategic efforts"
by the 5th Air Force demonstrate the wide-ranging abilities of a balanced, well employed, integrated air force. 
Early in the New
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MacArthur's GHQ Southwest Pacific, the 6th and the 8th 4rtnies. Generally, the 5th Air Force supported Kreuqer s 6th Army and the 13th Air Force supported Eichelberger's 8th Army, in the ensuing campaigns, just as the 5th had been supporting the 6th Army, or Alamo Force, in New
Guinea since it entered operations in 1943. This relationship between armies and air forces resembled that effected in the ETC and PITO between Tactical Air Commands and field armies.
In point of fact, the relationship was not only very similar, but the structure of the integrated" air force was close to that of a TAC.
In The 5th Air Force experience demonstrates one of several methods for the organization and employment of integrated air assets in a theater of operations, which required a wide-range of air power applications. Its operations are strongly marked by innovation in the form of employment, with great success, of aircraft in roles for which they were not originally designed.
The diversity of operations, and the employment of a wide-range of aircraft types in those diverse activities, demonstrates the flexibility of air power. The degree, to which the theater commander left the air component commander to fight the air war and to be there when the ground forces needed air efforts, is an essential to the success. A rather different, but equally successful approach by the theater "boss" is to be found in our next example, that of the 10th Air Force in Burma, working for a British theater commander.
THE 10th AIR FORCE: WAR ON THE ASIAN MAINLAND
In 1942, as the Japanese over ran the Philippines, the American air force there, Far East Air Force, 49 was forced to retire to Java. From there, large elements moved to Australia, and The experience of the 10th Air Force is, in some respects, very much like that of the air forces in the Mediterranean Theater of Operations early in the war, inasmuch as it was committed to a "combined" theater of war. Although we will look at its organization arid command structure, as well as the type of operations to which it was committed, after 20 JUN 44, 52 its parts frequently were assigned for tactical purposes to other, often temporary, commands, and its own commanding general was often dual-hatted, commanding a strategic air force, or a tactical air force, as circumstances might dictate. Nonetheless, the 10th was always under the command of its own CG because these arrangements were relatively short-term, loans, which often changed with changing circumstances. The parts returned from time to time, so that he might own only some, or all, of his air force, at any given point in time. It might be fair to say that the 10 th Air Force was organized as an integrated air force early in the campaign, took on many aspects of the "combined arena solution," and later, at the end of the campaign, returned to the "national arena solution." In this respect, at least, it is an extremely interesting organization, the changes to which we have not adequate time to study in the detail required to achieve real understanding of the factors driving the changes. This example might best be termed a look at a "partially integrated' air force, in a theater which required constant changes in organization, command assignments, and related arrangements. It may he a most useful example of how a great deal may be achieved by very bright commanders who are themselves as flexible as air power is reputed to be.
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After MG George E. Strateineyer arrived in the 031, in August, 1943, assuming command of Eastern Air Command, the headquarters which controlled operations in Burma, the Tenth Air Force found itself increasingly committed to joint, that is, "combined," operations, and the command structure in the theater came more and more to resemble command structures in the European-African-Middle Eastern Theater. 53 Sometime before Strateiueyer's arrival, the China Air Task Force of 10th Air Force, commanded by PG Claire Chennault, became 14th Air Force (MAR 43), and thereafter, the 10th devoted all of its efforts to operations in India and Burwia.
54
The structure and missions of the 10th looked very much like those of the 5th Air Force in its island campaigns, with some interesting exceptions. There were no "commands," or "wings," between the Air Force HQ and the flying groups. HQ 10th Air Force directly controlled its fighter forces, which never exceeded three fighter/fighter-bomber groups, the 33rd, 91st. and Photographic Reconnaissance Group, with a peak strength of four squadrons, was equipped with F-4, F-5 (both P-38 airframes), F-6A (P-5ls), and F-7A (B-24s set-up for combat mapping)
aircraft. This group was the backbone of the theater PR effort, without which intelligence would have had a most impossible task in trying to keep track of the Japanese in a timely way.
56
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Perhaps the most unique aspect of the 10th Air Force's operations in Burma came in the area where the majority of its assets were concentrated, the tactical airlift business. The 10th owned no less than six troop carrier, combat cargo, and air commando groups at peak strength.
They are a story unto themselves, but aside coin tile two air commando groups which each possessed a pair of P-51A equipped fighter squadrons, their assets do not fall into the "tactical vs. strategic 'pattern of interest here. How were these fighter and bomber, especially the heavy bomber, forces employed by 10th Air Force? The single heavy bomb group was employed in operations of a "strategic"
character, that is attack upon theater "strategic" targets. However, it was usually under the command of the theater Strategic Air Force, rather than under the 10th per se. At one point, however, the l0th's commanding general was the SAF commander also. 'The B-24s were committed to strikes, for example, on Thailand, Rangoon and Port Blair in the Andaman Islands, including significant Imperial Japanese Navy fleet units in the harbor there. Attacks were
mounted against sea lines of communication, including mining operations, logistical centers and nodes, railways, and key bridges. In this latter regard the 7th Bomb Group's 493rd Bomb Squadron employed a "guided bomb," the Azon bomb. The Azon bomb, for Azmuith only, was an M-65 1000 lb. bomb with a fin assembly that permitted a bombardier to visually sight the bomb and guide it on to a target by radio signals, which could change the Azmuith, but not the range, of the weapon. It proved very successful in "bridge busting" operations, especially where the target had proven to be very difficult to hit, or to hit with sufficient frequency as to keep it out of action. In an effort to impact Japanese theater resources, raids were made as far away as the Malay peninsula, striking the railroads running from Singapore to the Burma front. These strategic raids received fighter escort if the targets were expected to be defended, as, for instance, when the heavies went to Rangoon. Other targets were generally not defended, for the Japanese had no radar in theater, nor did they have the capacity to mount a coordinated air defense effort.
If a target could be expected to be defended, the heavies might opt for a night mission, as was the case with the very first attack upon Port Blair, on 2 Apr 42, which was a 1600 mile round trip mission.
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The tactical forces, the medium bombers and fighters, were chiefly eilplOy_2(I in A forts which were closely akin to modern concepts of ""battle air interdiction" or air interdiction missions. Mediums, usually in concert with the tactical fighters, struck railways close behind the front, as well as roads, waterways, which were a significant mode of transportation in Burma, for both sides, and any traffic, which could be discovered. The mediums, like the heavies, often required at least some protection from Japanese fighters, particularly when offensive counterair efforts took the attackers into airfields which might have some prior warning from ground observer posts. These tactical fighters were often diverted to support the theater strategic bombing effort, and a number of P-51As were lost this way. In spite of being designed as lowaltitude "fighter-bombers," P-5lAs were used for a wide range of other tasks, such as bomber escorts. 61 An interesting aside is the conversion of a small number of P-38s to a "bombardier nose" arrangement to allow them to drop the 1000 lb. AZON bomb used by the B-24s. This cross fertilization within the 10th Air Force shows some of the advantages of even the partially integrated command stricture of the organization during the campaign. 62 The fighters in the air commando groups were often used to escort cargo aircraft, as were any other fighters, which might be available to the 10th. The tactical airlift was a theater strategic weapon, for the 14th Army, in its advance into the Irrawaddy valley, and on to Rangoon, received 77% of its daily consumables by tactical airlift. Its divisions had been organized to operate on about 130 tons of consumables per day of operations. Thus, fighter escort of these forces, which flew very close behind the moving front, made a major strategic contribution. forces, viewed them as interdependent, accepted flexibility as the greatest attribute of air power, but stated clearly that "the whole weight of available air power [is] to be used in selected areas in turn," since that use was "a battle-winning factor." Centralized control in air channels was required, but the plan of campaign had to be a "Combined Army/Air plan," albeit, the "Army Commander," was to command the whole. This latter clearly meant time senior officer, such as the army group commander, or theater commander, neither of whom were air force officers.
Since the theater air planning headquarters was far from the location of 14 th Army HQ and the "army commander," this statement seems more one of philosophy than real-world planning guidance. 64 This wartime effort in Burma shows a great deal about one of several methods for the successful employment of integrated air assets. In this case the method was the use of an organization which has been described here as that of a "partially integrated" air force. A model unique to the India-Burma Theater and its peculiarities of forces and conditions.
Part V: Conclusions
The United States Air Force, from the Air Service to the Army Air Forces, has an operational and doctrinal heritage of employing its tactical and strategic air assets in an CADRE PAPER AU-ARI-CP-90-3integrated organization designed to achieve the optimum results from the resources available.
Integration of tactical and strategic assets, if by those terms we Bean fighters and bombers, started in France in the Great War. Although the early lessons were obscured by theory, an absence of systematic historical study, and a great many other factors, including "hidden agendas," the Amy Air Forces relearned the lessons of the past.
In the Second World War tactical and strategic assets were operated with success in Integrated strategic and tactical assets were employed on any mission, which they could accomplish. The missions were dependent upon the requirements in that theater. However, the organization varied with the degree of involvement of allies. In Northwest Africa a "coastal air force" was established to fight the over water battles oft of the coast, largely because that is the way the British preferred to do the business. The same types of assets were used in the Southwest Pacific, and in Burma, for the same types of missions, without organizing a "special" maritime air force to execute those missions. Perhaps more of an idiosyncratic national perspective counts here than does operational imperative. All missions were, of course, theater dependent, in the CADRE PAPER AU-ARI-CP-90-3sense that if a theater requires a mission to be executed, then such assets as are available will be employed. No theater air force is going to organize or prepare to fly a mission not required by the circumstances in that theater. On the other hand, as we have seen, the specific organization for war varied from theater to theater with the intrinsic view of the air force commander in the theater at the heart of the decision cycle.
Thus, George T Kenney, an attack aviation proponent, went about his business, of gaining air superiority, supporting the "strategic" requirements of his theater commander, and generally fighting the air war in a way uniquely his own. Strateineyer, in Burma, organized in a different fashion to fight his war, with the same basic missions in front of him. And so too, did each of the other theater air commanders in World War II organize to fight their war in a way, which was often "idiosyncratic," personality dependent if you prefer, hut nonetheless quite consistent with the prevailing doctrine of the service.
The Army Air Forces fought and won their share of the Second World War with the doctrine of air superiority, interdiction, and close support, in that order of priority, and most often organized in an "integrated" air force structure to some greater or lesser extent, contingent upon circumstances. Whether in a combined, national, or other arena, success most often rewarded the "integrated" employment of assets, which was virtually always observed. We have noted the exceptions in very large theaters. FM l00-20 was the essential doctrinal source for the AAF, and everyone knew it and observed it, though nit quite with religious fanaticism. Doctrine was never "dogma" As already noted, theater air commanders had latitude, not least of which is found in their organizational approaches. Thus, the 10th Air Force in Burma showed no headquarters between the groups and the Air Force EQ. Fifth Air Force, on the other hand, used commands to control wings, which controlled the groups, albeit the wings were not interposed until the size of the force required a redefinition of the span of control problem. In the Mediterranean Allied Air Forces, functionally organized commands called "air forces" were present from the onset, inherited from the Northwest African Air Forces. In addition, those air forces were functionally organized, just as were the commands in the 5th Air Force, however, there were more functions in Mediterranean Allied Air Forces with specific commands for each, Although space has not permitted discussion of basing and logistics factors, beyond some comments about the logistical arrangements in Burma, one or two observations may be in order here. The integrated air forces usually found it necessary to base homogeneous organizations on a field, and wire the logistic structure to suit the locations of its forces. Logistic centers, then as now, were rarely single purpose, unless the scale and scope of the theater and its forces required it. Some theaters requested and used unique munitions to accomplish their missions, as with Kenney's "parafrags," or the AZON bombs in Burma. Maritime mining operations were executed both by the 20th Air Force as a purely "strategic" air force, and by the 10th Air Force as a partially integrated air force. Those missions required unique munitions essentially unknown to the 8th or 9th Air Forces in their roles in the ETO. The production of munitions, parts, replacements, and essential materiel was on a scale, which ensured that the only shortages after about 1943 were due almost entirely to mal-distribution within a theater of operations, or the inability to get the materiel to forward operating locations. In the matter of missions flown, and almost as an aside, it is worth stressing an important theme, which has been observed by most successful air forces over these years. "Close support" in the AAF in the Second World War was largely, though not exclusively, what would today be termed "battlefield air interdiction (BAI)," rather than what e would today call "close air support (CAS)." This is most easily seen in 9th Air
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Force and the war-experience of its fighter groups, but just as Mitchell argued against attacks on trenches, and their boards of machine-guns, so too did the AAF prefer to avoid CAS in World War II, except in an emergency situation. In the heat and fog of battle all ground troops in contact look alike, whether you going 100 knots or 500 knots, against machine-quilts or SAMs, The lessons are there, if the modern Air Force can overcome its predilection towards an "a historical" mind-set it can and will understand "the fabric of air warfare" in a way that will lead to success in battle, and it nay not have to relearn those lessons in the next war--for, to quote General Hosmer,…reinventing wheels in a crisis almost certainly invites disaster.
CADRE PAPER AU-ARI-CP-90-3Part I: Definitions
In order to offer some clarity to the ensuing discussion the following are the definitions which I support as most strongly giving the correct character to the matters at hand. These tend to be rooted entirely in the experience of the US Air Force, albeit the Royal Air Force, which shares such a large common body of experience and outlook with us, may readily find these concepts close to their own. That may be true of other western air forces as well, but almost certainly it is not true of the Soviet air forces. They have such a different starting point, different experience base, and such very different biases and outlooks, that I think these cannot be seen as applicable to their frame of reference, save by inference.
Doctrine is the cornerstone, the very foundation it you will, of successful war fighting. In At the very heart ...sound judgment (4).
